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ABSTRACT:  The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance of One-bit full adder cell. Different Full Adder cell 

with conventional static CMOS Adder is being compared. Each Cell showed different power consumption and Delay. 

Power consumption and speed are two important but conflicting design aspects; hence a better way to evaluate circuit 

performance is power delay product (PDP).The driving capability of a full adder is very important, because, full adders 

are mostly used in cascade configuration, where the output of one provides the input for other. Here, we have given a 

brief description of the evolution of full adder circuits in terms of lesser power consumption, higher speed and lesser 

chip size. Starting from the most conventional 28 transistor full adder we have gradually studied full adders consisting 

of as less as 14 transistors (14 T), 16 transistors (16T), CMOS Transmission Gate (TG), Complementary Pass-transistor 

Logic (CPL), Gate Diffusion Input (GDI) and Static Energy Recovery Full Adder (SERF) to meet the requirements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Designing low-power VLSI systems is significant because of the fast growing technology in mobile computation and 

communication. Full adders are fundamental cell in various circuits which is used for performing arithmetic operations 

such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, address calculation and MAC unit etc. Enhancing the performance of the 

full adders can significantly affect the performance of the whole system so it required to design a 1-bit Hybrid Full 

Adder cell which has higher speed, less power consumption and higher performance and reliability. The most effective 

way to reduce power consumption is the reduction of the threshold voltage in deep-sub micrometer technology and 

scale down the supply voltages. The design criterion of a full adder cell involves transistor counts which largely affects 

the design complexity of many function units such as multiplier and algorithmic logic unit (ALU). The speed of the 

design is limited by size of the transistors, parasitic capacitance and delay in the critical path. The driving capability of 

a full adder is very important as they are mostly used in cascade configuration, where the output of one provides the 

input for other. In the last decade, the full adder has gone through significant improvement in power consumption, 

speed and size, but there is no ideal full adder cell that can be used in all types of applications. In this paper, we have 

given a brief description of the evolution of full adder circuits in terms of lesser power consumption, higher speed and 

lesser chip size. We have started with the most conventional 28 transistor full adder and then gradually studied full 

adders consisting of as less as 14 transistors (14 T), 16 transistors (16T), CMOS Transmission Gate (TG), 

Complementary Pass-transistor Logic (CPL) [5], Gate Diffusion Input (GDI) [6] and Static Energy Recovery Full 

Adder (SERF) are proposed to meet the requirements. 

 

II. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF FULL ADDER CIRCUITS 

 

Several logic styles have been used in the past to design full adder cells. Each design styles have its own merits and 

demerits [2]. 
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A. CONVENTIONAL 28T CMOS FULL ADDER: 

 

A classical design of standard static CMOS full adder is based on regular CMOS structure with conventional pull-up 

and pull-down transistor providing full-swing output and good driving capabilities. The existence of the PMOS block 

in static CMOS circuits is a main drawback because it has low mobility compared to the NMOS. Hence, there is a need 

to be sized up to get desired performance. The circuit is shown in Figure 1(a). 

 

B. TRANSMISSION GATE(TG) FULL ADDER: 

 

Transmission gate logic circuit is a special kind of pass-transistor logic circuit. It is built by connecting a 

pMOS transistor and a nMOS transistor in parallel, which are controlled by complementary control signals. 
The circuit diagram is illustrated in Figure 1(b). It produces buffered outputs of proper polarity for both sum and carry. 

These are inherently low power consuming with drawback of low driving capability. In the circuit we have 2 inverters 

followed by two transmission gates which act as 8-T XOR. Subsequently 8-T XNOR module follows.  It is a faster 

adder so far been reported. The circuit is simpler than the conventional adder.  

 

C. STATIC ENERGY RECOVERY FULL ADDER: 

 

In this type of adder  shown in Figure 1(c), the energy recovering logic reuses charge and therefore consumes less 

power than non-energy recovering logic.  The circuit consists of two XNORs realized by 4 transistors. Sum is 

generated from the output of the second stage XNOR circuit. The cout can be calculated by multiplexing a and cin 

controlled by (a ⊗ b). Let us consider that there is a capacitor at the output node of the first XNOR module. To 

illustrate static energy recovery let us consider an example where initially a=b=0 and then a changes to 1. When a and b 

both equals to zero the capacitor is charged by VDD. In the next stage when b reaches a high voltage level keeping a 

fixed at a low voltage level, the capacitor discharges through a. Some charge is retained in a. Hence when a reaches a 

high voltage level we do not have to charge it fully. So the energy consumption is low here. 

 It should be noted that the new SERF adder has no direct path to the ground. The elimination of a path to the ground 

reduces power consumption. The charge stored at the load capacitance is reapplied to the control gates. The 

combination of not having a direct path to ground and the re-application of the load charge to the control gate makes 

the energy-recovering full adder an energy efficient design [12]. 

The circuit produces full-swing at the output nodes. But it fails to provide so for the internal nodes. As the power 

consumption by the circuit reduces the circuit becomes slower. Also it cannot be cascaded at low power supply due to 

multiple threshold problems [12]. 

 

D. FULL ADDERS REALIZED BY GATE DIFFUSION INPUT (GDI) STRUCTURES: 

 

 The circuit operation of GDI Based Full Adders shown in Figure 1(d), is exactly the same as that of previous SERF 

module. Sum bit is obtained from the output of the second stage of XOR  circuit while Carry bit (Cout) is calculated by 

multiplexing B and Cin controlled by (A XNOR B). These features give the GDI cell two extra input pins to use which 

makes it flexible than usual CMOS design. It is also a genius design which is very power efficient without huge amount 

of transistor count.  The major problem of a GDI cell is that it requires twin-well CMOS or silicon on insulator (SOI) 

process to realize. Thus, it will be more expensive to realize a GDI chip. Moreover if only standard p-well CMOS 

process is used, the GDI scheme will face the problem of lacking driving capability which makes it more expensive and 

difficult to realize as a feasible chip. 

 

E. COMPLEMENTARY PASS-TRANSISTOR LOGIC (CPL) FULL ADDER 

 

The Complementary Pass-transistor Logic (CPL) full adder is shown in Figure 1(e). This is contains the 18 transistors 

that based on NMOS pass-transistor network. CPL adder provides low input capacitance and less output voltage swing 

that is the result of one Vt loss in the output . The speed of operation is better than standard static CMOS circuits. But 

due to the presence of a lot of internal nodes and static inverters, there is large power dissipation. 
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F.16T FULL ADDER: 

 

16-T full adder is shown in Figure 1(f). The circuit consists of  low power  XOR and XNOR gates, pass transistors and 

transmission gates. The adder offers higher speed and lower power consumption than other implementations of the full 

adder. 
 

G. 14T FULL ADDER: 

 

The 14T full adder contains a 4T PTL XOR gate, shown in Figure 1(g) , an inverter and two transmission gates based 

multiplexer designs for sum and Cout signals[11]. This circuit has 4 transistor XOR which in the next stage is inverted 

to produce XNOR. These XOR and XNOR are used simultaneously to generate sum and cout. The signals cin and 
cinbar are multiplexed which can controlled either by (a b) or (a ⊗ b). Similarly the cout can be calculated by 

multiplexing a and cin controlled by (a b).  It is a faster adder. The circuit is simpler than the conventional adder. The 

power dissipation in this circuit is more than the 28T adder. However with same power consumption it performs faster 

[4]. 

 

 
                            (a)                                                                                      (b) 

 
                                                        (c)                                                                              (d) 
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III. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

Comparative analysis between various type of Full Adder is shown in Table I showing the total no of transistor 

involved in the circuit, average power and delay. Figure 2 and Figure 3 depicts that power consumption and delay time 

both are lowest for 16T adder. The TG adder and GDI adder  also have very low delay where as SERF adder has low 

power consumption. Figure 4 shows the variation of power delay product. From this figure it is clear that PDP is low 

for 16T adder and high for 14T adder. 

 
TABLE I 

OBSERVED DATA 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

From the analysis of the above various type of Full Adder Circuits we can reach to a conclusion that the average power 

and Average Delay is low for 16T  Full Adder. Also the PDP is low for 16T adder, so Optimization of Power (Average 

power) and Delay, we think that the best option is 16T Full Adder. SERF adder and TG adder are also good choice 

because of low PDP. Full Adders is the heart of any digital processor. Here we have shown the implementation of 

various type of Full Adders using MOSFET. However recent researches have shown that Carbon-Nano-Tubes have a 

huge potential in logic circuits. Not only will it reduce power consumption, but also increase speed substantially. 
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